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Combat, Orders and Judgment

The Mladić Appeal Judgment and the Enduring
Legacy of the Hague Tribunals by Just
Security

Keith Nightingale

Remembering the Khobar Towers Bombing
by Lawfare
Uruguay exemplifies how to deal with China
by Global Americans
The Dangers of Potential Russian Counter-UAV
Technology Exports to Latin America by
Diálogo
Time for a Course Correction on
Counterterrorism and Civic Space
Security

Combat is decidedly mortal to the participants. Leaders, officers, and enlisted, are charged with
execution of orders and the strict adherence to commander’s intent as the responsible agents for the men
they serve—both above and below them. Failure to do so in peacetime can be professionally suicidal.
Failure to do so in combat may be either suicidal or the key to success. The difference is called
judgment. And good judgment is the Holy Grail of any combat unit.

by Just

Conciliation and Delusion: The Case for
Maximum Pressure on Iran by The Caravan
(Hoover Institution)
Four Factors Will Shape Future U.S. Policy in
Middle East by The Caravan (Hoover
Institution)

On rare occasions in our history, the leader on the ground, at the crux of a fleeting moment on the
battlefield, has decided to disobey his instructions for what he judges as the greater good of the unit and
the larger task at hand.

The Houthis, Saudi Arabia and the War in
Yemen by The Caravan (Hoover Institution)

A point often forgotten is that enemy gets to vote. Conditions may be assumed by the chain of command
when orders are developed, but they cannot rigidly be assumed at the sound of the first hostile round.
We pay our leaders, at all levels, to exercise judgment rather than rote mindless adherence when the
enemy votes. Judicious leadership, combined with the changed nature of the environment and the
immediate necessary actions, lead to success. Failure to recognize significant changed conditions leads
to defeat. D Day is replete with positive examples of this and should serve as a guide for future combat
leadership.

Are Iraq’s Gates Opening Wider for Iran?
The Caravan (Hoover Institution)
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One Down, Many More Challenges: The UK
and Threats of African Terrorism by RUSI
Commentary
Water Wars: Tense Relations Between China
and the Philippines; Europe and Japan Seek
Larger Roles in the Region by Lawfare

At approximately 0830, 6 June 1944, Omaha Beach was virtually lost to the Allies. Disaster stretched
across the 3 plus miles of beach. Bodies piled from horizon to horizon. None of the extensive fire support
was either effective or even applied due to weather and smoke. Units ceased to exist as the ramps
dropped on the hundreds of landing craft. Not a single command radio functioned on the beach, robbing
the commanders afloat of the ability to render sound decisions. LTG Omar Bradley, the overall
commander, began to formulate plans to withdraw from the beach and land behind the British at Juno. He
and the remainder of the force, were saved by several junior officers and NCOs who disobeyed orders
with studied judgment. They realized that disobeying clear orders was a necessity for success where
adherence would underwrite defeat.

Future Coast Guard: Think Special Operators,
Not a Less Capable Navy by Real Clear
Defense
How Have Information Operations Affected the
Integrity of Democratic Elections in Latin
America? by Lawfare
Transparency, Accountability and Legitimacy—
Chatham House Report on Military Drones in
Europe, Part II by Opinio Juris

Part of the initial assault plan was that 32 Duplex Drive tanks would be launched approximately five
kilometers off the beach. They would swim in and provide surprise armor support to the troops on the
beaches. Their ability was proven in the calm training waters of Britain. Normandy was not a calm sea.
Waves, surging erratically with five to eight foot swells, swamped 100% of the DDs launched.

Transparency, Accountability and Legitimacy—
Chatham House Report on Military Drones in
Europe, Part I by Opinio Juris

Two Navy LT.JGs, equivalent to an Army 2Lt, each in charge of an LCT (Landing Craft Tank) with four
tanks aboard, saw the 100% failure of launches left and right and refused to drop the ramps--keeping their
tanks on board. They did not ask permission. They independently saw the folly of the act and judged that
better opportunities might exist. They did not report this. They simply continued toward the shore with
their loads intact.

Pentagon weighs keeping Trump-era change to
‘psychological operations’ by Politico
Armed Gangs and Warlords Are Taking Over
Venezuela by World Politics Review

As the morning wore on, they each independently maneuvered closer to the shore looking for
opportunities to dryland the tanks desperately needed. All this with no communications between them or
their higher command.

A Rebel Playing Field: Colombian Guerrillas on
the Venezuelan Border by International Crisis
Group

Noting the disaster ashore and the horizon to horizon accumulating junk, the beachmasters responsible
for the landing, closed the beaches and ordered all ships to stand offshore—effectively isolating the
already decimated First through Third waves. The Lts each heard the order to close the beach.

The Iran Threat Network (ITN): Four Models of
Iran's Nonstate Client Partnerships
by
RAND

This was a decision made by the assault force landing admiral who had no communications with the
beach and could not see the close-in situation. Some troops had already made it to the top, but he could
only see the huge piles of burning junk, overturned and broached assault craft as well as the total failure
of the demolition elements to clear obstacles.

How Climate Science Can Help Conflict
Prevention by International Crisis Group
Mexican Cartel Injures Police Officers With
Drone Bomb Attack by Forbes

Each of the Lts saw independently, the opportunity to land regardless of the order, as they each intuitively
and clearly understood the necessity to get those tanks ashore. At virtually the same time, they made the
decision to crash through everything and land the tanks. They were immediately opposite Dog Red and
Easy Green.

A common enemy: aggregating intensity in noninternational armed conflicts by Humanitarian
Law & Policy (ICRC)
Water Wars: Chinese Maritime Militia Disperses
Amid Political Standoff With the Philippines and
the United States by Lawfare

They saw each other and acted in tandem, aligning about a kilometer out and surged full speed ahead
firing their 20mms and .50 calibers as they went forward. Each crashed their loads on the beach which
promptly went to work. Six were immediately hit and burned. One retreated to the deeper water with the
turret above water and began firing. The eighth surged across the beach and made it to a protected defile
against the cliff face and began to engage targets on the bluff. There was no functioning radio on board.
The two surviving tanks will begin to snatch victory from disaster.

Violence erupts as Mexico’s deadly gangs aim
to cement power in largest ever elections by
The Guardian
Team of Legal Gladiators? Iraqi Militias’
Tortured Relationship with Law by Just
Security

Seeing the two craft successfully land, the admiral ordered the beach re-opened and reinforcements to
move past their destroyer shield. The 4th thru 6th waves, follow-on reinforcements, were considerably
reduced by the loss of assault craft in the first three waves. Regardless, they were reinforcements, intact
units and badly needed.

Turkish Cops Now Have Their Own Attack
Helicopters by The War Zone

The Rangers also practiced selective disobedience. Previously, at approximately 0700, companies A, B,
and C of 2d Battalion landed on Charlie Beach--the extreme west flank beach. They were immediately
virtually decimated as A/1-116th had experienced. Of the 64 that landed with A, 34 of the 64 were killed
outright. B Co had a similar experience. C Co had 19 killed and 18 wounded out of the 68 that landed.

Water Wars: Philippines 'No Fool' about
Chinese Maritime Militia, While China Keeps
Pressure on Taiwan by Lawfare
The al-Mawla Tactical Interrogation Report
Mixtape by Lawfare

The surviving officers and NCOs, two Lts and two platoon sergeants, dragged their remnants to the cliff
face out of sight and began to recover. Their location was a deep V inverted into the cliffs which gave
excellent protection from German sight and fire.

Connecting Partnerships for the Co-Production
of Full-Spectrum Threat Intelligence by
CIMSEC — Center for International Maritime
Security

Quickly, the leadership took out their bayonets and climbing ropes and began climbing, back to back, up
the narrowest portion of the V using the bayonets to secure handholds. Atop the crest, they found they
had flanked the German defenses. The Rangers dropped their ropes and brought up the rest of the
survivors. Though their orders were to go to PDH ASAP, in the words of several Vets I interviewed: “We
were pissed and mad as hell. We were going to kill some Germans and do it now.” They did. PDH would
have to wait.

Counterterrorism Yearbook 2021 by
Australian Strategic Policy Institute
A Tribunal for ISIS Fighters – A National
Security and Human Rights Emergency
Just Security

Their first objective, and a crucial part of the German defense built on the enfilade aspects of the beach,
was the deep concrete flank bunker facing along the entire beach just above Charlie Beach, easily visible
today from the National Guard monument. It held both an anti-tank gun, as well as, a 20mm with a MG42
machine gun above. The Rangers immediately cleared the MG42 from the rear and roped down above
the bunker, destroying it with a white phosphorous grenade. This markedly diminished the fire against the
Dog beaches and ceased a great deal of the enfilade fire that was halting movement. The beach forces
could now begin to move forward and up the cliffs.
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Transnational Kleptocracy and the COVID-19
Pandemic: Containing the Spread by
National Endowment for Democracy
The Blurred Battlefield: The Perplexing
Conflation of Humanitarian and Criminal Law in
Contemporary Conflicts by Joint Special
Operations University Press

Disobedience that day began to be a shared virtue. Offshore about five kilometers, was the destroyer
line. Their job was to protect the landing craft from interference by German E Boats-- which never
showed--and to assist in shore bombardment. As the assault progressed--or lack thereof--they became a
shield to returning craft as well as the last safety zone for the inbound assault craft. To this point, they
held their fire on the beach due to lack of a clear view.

Adding AI to Autonomous Weapons Increases
Risks to Civilians in Armed Conflict by Just
Security
Self-Defense Against Non-State Actors: All
Over the Map
by Just Security

The Captain of the Frankford, a LT CDR, was closest to the shore and grew increasingly frustrated by
events. The many failures were constantly passing by his ship with wounded and dire tales. He went to
the gunnery officer's position and began to examine the beach with the best telescope on the ship. What
he saw through all the chaos was the lone tank that made it to the cliffs as well as the broached tank in
the water. He could see those engaging targets. He immediately moved his ship, absent authority,
closer--less than 800 meters from the beach and a rising tide. There was less than three feet under the
keel.

Revitalizing Alliances to Counter Terrorism
by Just Security
What Laws Constrain This Russian Private
Military Company? by Lawfare
Making Sense of Iran and al-Qaeda’s
Relationship by Lawfare

Immediately, he began firing at the targets the tanks were engaging. The tanker near the cliff quickly
figured out what was happening, and a sergeant rose out of the turret with a signal flag and waved at the
ship. The two in tandem, then began a methodical bombardment of the cliff bunkers. The tank would fire
a round indicating target and the Frankford would mass fire at the same spot with positive results.
Several bunkers were undercut and literally rolled down the cliff face. One such undermining is clearly
visible today above Dog Green as a deep “v” incised in the crest.

Understanding the New U.S. Terrorism
Designations in Africa by International Crisis
Group
Fixing “Material Support” — Lessons from the
Houthi Terror Designation
by Just Security

Very quickly, the other destroyers, also absent authority, began to support. They moved in much closer to
where their observers could physically see the cliffs and bunkers and began to engage. The shore
bombardment admiral, seeing and sensing, then ordered what was already occurring. All eight destroyers
were ordered to commence firing and support the beach with direct fire.

AMLO challenges US claim that narcos control
one-third of Mexican territory by Mexico
News Daily

The eight destroyers echeloned themselves across the entire beach area so each had a clear view with
the Frankford closest to shore. As they fired, they methodically, at Dead Slow, began to move from west
to east firing as they went as in a pirate broadside. At the extreme eastern end, the deeper water ships
executed a 180 degree turn and continued to fire as they moved west. The Frankford and two others, too
shallow to execute a turn, simply shifted into Reverse Dead Slow and moved west, stern first firing as they
went. This was THE moment for the troops ashore. They saw this, took heart, and for the first time,
began to coalesce and move forward.

Book Review of "Strategic Notes on Third
Generation Gangs: A Small Wars Journal- El
Centro Anthology" by Journal of Strategic
Security

This was the pivotal watershed moment of D Day--three Navy officers and four Rangers, disobeyed
orders and created the decisive acts of disobedience that saved the beach. As a major in Frederick the
Great's German army admonished a lieutenant during a battle:

ICRC engagement with non-State armed
groups: why and how by Humanitarian Law &
Policy (ICRC)

"The King gave you a commission because he assumed you knew when to disobey an order."

The COVID-19 Response Has Uncovered and
Increased Our Vulnerability to Biological
Warfare by Military Medicine

The Global Illicit Economy: Trajectories of
Organized Crime by Global Initiative Against
Transnational Organized Crime

There is a lesson here. Flexibility exercised with good judgment is a pearl without price if it resides within
the mind of the man on the spot.

Colombia's 'capital of horror' despairs amid new
wave of gang violence by The Guardian
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Cartel-Style Drug Violence Is Coming to
Europe by Vice
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COL Nightingale is a retired Army Colonel who served two tours in Vietnam with
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